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The structure of amorphous InxSey sa-InxSeyd alloys has been studied by a first principles tight-binding
molecular dynamics technique. The three-dimensional amorphous structures with different densities at different
compositions were prepared by quick quenching from the liquid phase. The characteristics of short-range order,
namely radial distribution functions, coordination numbers, bond angle distribution functions, and the elec-
tronic structure have been analyzed. The local bonding environments of different InxSey crystalssin particular,
In2Se3, InSe, and In4Se3d were found to be present in the amorphous phase. The average coordination number
of indium is mainly four, whereas selenium is mostly two- or threefold coordinated. The majority of the bonds
are heteropolar, but homopolar bonds are also present ina-InxSey so that they cannot be excluded from a
realistic description of the amorphous structure. Larger content of indium ina-InxSey leads to an increased
number of In- In bonds, as expected.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the past two decades different compounds of
InxSey have been studied extensively for solar cell and ionic
battery applications.1–5 Recently, however, InSe has attracted
much attention due to its potential as a high density phase-
change data storage medium.6–9 In phase-change materials
the digital information is written or erased in the surrounding
crystalline matrix by a heat pulse achieving local amorphiza-
tion or crystallization of the material. Such type of experi-
ments with InSe were first performed by Nishidaet al. using
a laser pulse.10 Recently, however, it has been suggested that
electron beam sources could be used for amorphization or
crystallization in order to create smaller amorphous spot size.
The readout process would then also be via the electrons and
the actual device is proposed to be a thin filmp-n
junction.6–9

As the amorphous phase of InxSey has the potential for
data storage at the nanoscale, it would be helpful to under-
stand its structural and electronic characteristics. Amorphous
InxSey sa-InxSeyd structures were studied by Burianet al.
using wide-angle x-ray scatteringsWAXSd and extended
x-ray absorption fine structuresEXAFSd techniques.11–13The
goal of these experiments was to study their short-range or-
der through the radial distribution functions. Atomistic mod-
eling of a-In0.5Se0.5 was very recently performed by Penaet
al. using the Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics method.14

They have concentrated on the chemical ordering present in
different amorphous alloys such asa-In0.5Se0.5, a-C0.5Si0.5,
anda-Si0.5Ge0.5.

In this paper we study the structural properties of
a-In2Se3, a-InSe, anda-In4Se3. The paper is organized as
follows. In the next section we give a brief summary of the
structural properties of different crystalline InxSey com-
pounds, which is necessary for understanding the amorphous
phase of this material. In Sec. III, we briefly describe the

computational method used in our study, and the method of
generating our amorphous structures. In Sec. IV, we present
the structural properties ofa-InxSey materials. In particular,
we discuss the properties of short-range order by analyzing
the radial distribution functions, average coordination num-
bers for indium and selenium, the bond angle distribution
functions, and the electronic structure fora-InSe. The paper
finishes with conclusions in Sec. V.

II. CRYSTALLINE In xSey STRUCTURES

The most studied crystalline compositions of indium-
selenide are In2Se3, InSe, and In4Se3. Among them the most
stable compound is In2Se3 with the largest melting point
s,1159 Kd. Other phases such as In5Se6 and In6Se7 have
also been studied experimentally.15

Indium-monoselenidesInSed is considered as a layered
semiconductor. The complex layers of InSe are formed by
successive atomic planes of Se, In, In, and Se, which are
coupled by strong covalent bonds with some weak ionic
character. Within the layer the atoms form the conventional
zinc-blende structure. The interaction between the complex
layers is of Van der Waals type. The structure of three differ-
ent polytypessb, g, and«d of InSe are very similar, differing
only in the stacking order of the layers. In crystalline InSe
the coordination number of indium is four, whereas for sele-
nium it is three.16 Beside heteropolar bondssbetween an In
and a Se atomd at a distance of 2.64 Å as seen in Table I,
there are homopolar bonds between indium atoms: each in-
dium atom has one nearest-neighbor indium atomsat 2.8 Åd.
There are no Se-Se bonds in this structure.

Crystalline forms of In2Se3 can exist in many phases: the
layered structuresa phase17d, the defect wurzite structure
sg phase18d, and a recently discovered anisotropic structure
sk phase19,20d. In addition, Yeet al. reported a vacancy or-
dered screw formsVOSFd phase, which exhibits a large op-
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tical rotary power.21 The atomic environment in crystalline
In2Se3 is very complicated. Atomic bonds ina-In2Se3 are at
2.75 and 2.87 Å, whereasg-In2Se3 has In-Se bonds mainly
between 2.54 and 2.62 Å, but further nearest-neighbor bonds
can be found at 2.87 and 2.96 Å as shown in Table I. Re-
cently, a simplified picture of different In2Se3 crystalline
structures was given by Yeet al.21 and can be summarized as
follows. Both in thea and in theg polytypes indium has four
nearest neighbors. However, in thea phase selenium can
have coordination numbers of one, three, and four; in theg
phase selenium is either two- or threefold coordinated. Nev-
ertheless, in both phases the average coordination number of
selenium is equal to 2.66.21 In the VOSF form one third of
the cation sites are vacant; if these vacancies are considered
as “imaginary” atoms, then the coordination number of each
atom would be four. The above simplified picture of Yeet al.
somewhat contradicts other works. For example, in
g-In2Se3 the average coordination number of indium is 4.5
and of selenium is 3.0.18 Other crystalline In2Se3 structures
give slightly different results. This discrepancy arises be-
cause of the presence of vacancies in these structures, which
may lead to even more complicated amorphous structures.
There are no nearest-neighbor In- In bonds in In2Se3 and
Se-Se bonds were only reported in thea phase.17

The unit cell of orthorhombic In4Se3 contains 28 atoms
and it has the most complicated structure among In2Se3,
InSe, and In4Se3. The bonds between the atoms are primarily
covalent and the local bonding is similar to that of InSe and
In2Se3. Nevertheless, the nearest-neighbor environment is
very complex. This is illustrated by In-Se bonds having in-
teratomic separations between 2.62 and 2.80 ÅsTable Id; and
In- In bonds at distances of 2.75 and 2.77 Å.22 There are no
Se-Se bonds in this material. Recent theoretical calculations
by Berchaet al. concentrated on the peculiarities of the band
structure, phonon spectrum, and lattice dynamics of crystal-
line In4Se3.

22–24

III. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

We have performed first principles tight-binding molecu-
lar dynamics simulations to studya-In2Se3, a-InSe, and

a-In4Se3 systems. The three-dimensional amorphous struc-
tures in a cubic cell with periodic boundary conditions were
prepared by quick quenching from the liquid phase. We cal-
culated the interatomic forces using theab initio program
code PLATO sPackage for Linear combination of Atomic
Type Orbitalsd.25,26 One set of structures was prepared using
a single numericsSNd basis set withs andp orbitals both for
indium and selenium. For the other set of structures a double
numeric basis set with polarizationsDNPd with sps*p*d* or-
bitals was used. In both cases the orbitals were cutoff at
8.0 aB s<4.23 Åd. The density functional theorysDFTd cal-
culations were performed within the local density approxi-
mation sLDA d and our dynamical simulations useG-point
sampling for the amorphous phase. We employed the ex-
change and correlation functional of Goedeckeret al.27 and
the relativistic pseudopotentials of Hartwigsenet al.28

It is known that LDA calculations consistently underesti-
mate the value of the band gap of InxSey. For example, Go-
mes da Costaet al. used the “scissor operator” to shift the
conduction band ofb-InSe.29 It was also reported that DFT
calculations within LDA cannot reproduce the direct to indi-
rect gap transitions as the pressure is increased ing-InSe and
more sophisticated quasiparticlesGWd calculations should
be used to overcome this problem.30 However, the poor de-
scription of the conduction states does not effect the ground
state properties ofa-InxSey, like total energy and forces. We
therefore decided to use DFT calculations within the LDA
approximation to preparea-InxSey structures.

In the case of the DNP basis set calculations, the amor-
phous structures contained 65, 64, and 63 atoms for
a-In2Se3, a-InSe, anda-In4Se3, respectively. Calculations
with the SN basis set allow the use of slightly larger unit
cells with 125, 124, and 126 atoms, fora-In2Se3, a-InSe, and
a-In4Se3, respectively. In each case we performed simula-
tions with densities of 5.0, 5.4, 5.8, and 6.2 g/cm3, as the
corresponding crystalline densities vary in this range: densi-
ties have been reported for InSe around 5.4, 5.8, and
6.0 g/cm3 and for InSe around 5.5 g/cm3 sRef. 17d. Crystal-
line In4Se3 has a density close to 6.0 g/cm3. Furthermore,
Burianet al. reported that theira-In40Se60 sample has a den-
sity of 5.0 g/cm3 sRef. 13d. When modeling the bulk prop-
erties of amorphous semiconductor materials, a commonly

TABLE I. Indium-selenium nearest-neighbor crystalline bond lengths and first peak positions of the radial distribution functions in
amorphous structuressrNNd. Distance to shoulder peaksSPd in a-In4Se3 is also given. Amorphous structure data correspond to calculations
predicted by DNP basis set. Distances in Å and densities in g/cm3.

Composition

Crystal Amorphous

Phase rNN Density rNN SP Density

In2Se3 ga 2.54–2.62d s2.87, 2.96de 5.49 2.63±0.20 5.4

InSe bb 2.64 5.55 2.63±0.19 5.4

In4Se3 orthorhombicc 2.62–2.80 2.97–3.43 6.02 2.74±0.26 3.1–3.5 6.2

aReference 18.
bReference 16.
cReference 22.
d78% of the In-Se bonds.
e22% of the In-Se bonds.
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accepted way to avoid surface effects is to use periodic
boundary conditions. Nevertheless, it should be ensured that
the simulation cell size is at least three or four times bigger
than the cutoff distance of the interaction. In our simulations
the smallest simulation cell size was 11.8 Å in comparison
with the orbital cutoff s,4.23 Åd, which ensures that the
choice of periodic boundary conditions has no discernible
effect on our results. Each simulation was started from a
randomly distributed atomic configuration which was equili-
brated atT=4000 K for 1 ps with a 2 fs time step. This is
consistent with liquid quench simulations that start from
much higher temperatures than the melting temperature in
order to generate random models which are independent of
their initial states. Then the temperature was reduced to room
temperature over 4 ps simulation time with time steps equal
to 1 and 2 fs in the case of the DNP basis set; and over 5 ps
simulation time with 2.5 fs time step for the structures with
the SN basis set calculations. Finally, the conjugate gradient
method was used to find the fully relaxed atomic positions
for the amorphous structures. These final configurations were
used to calculate the pair correlation functions and various
structural parameters. For each sample every atom served as
a center for the pair correlation function. We have checked
that the pair correlation functions obtained in this way are
practically the same as the average pair correlation function
for the last 100 molecular dynamics configurations at the
final stage of the simulation.

IV. AMORPHOUS In xSey STRUCTURES

A. Radial distribution function

The radial distribution function reflects the nature of the
short-range order in amorphous materials. In Fig. 1 we show
a comparison of the reduced radial distribution function be-
tween our computer simulations and experiments for
a-In2Se3 with a density ofr=5.0 g/cm3. The reduced radial
distribution is defined by

Gsrd = 4pr„rsrd − r0…, s1d

wherersrd is the density of atom centers at a distancer from
an atom averaged over the network andr0 is the average

density. The predicted positions of the first and second peaks
and the width of these peaks are in reasonable agreement
with the experimental results of Burianet al.,13 as seen in
Fig. 1. The first peak ofGsrd is 0.08 Å shifted to the right for
the 125-atom structuresSN basis setd compared to the
65-atom structuresDNP basis setd. It was shown by Kennyet
al. that using the PLATO program package DNP basis set
calculations are needed to achieve a good accuracy for the
structural and cohesive properties for carbon and silicon and
the results using the SNsminimald basis set are rather less
good.25 Therefore, in this paper we focus on the results pre-
dicted by the DNP basis set calculations, but we continue to
present the results with the SN basis set calculations for com-
parison. We note here that the minimum to the right of the
first peak in Fig. 1 is not as deep within the computer simu-
lations as in the experiment. The origin of this difference
might be due to very short quenching times in the simulation
compared to those in the experiments, which lead to many
liquid-state defects being retained in the amorphous struc-
ture. We should take into account this discrepancy in our
analysis, but it is still possible to draw some reasonable con-
clusions about the characteristics of short-range order in
a-InxSey.

The reduced radial distribution function fora-InxSey at
different densities are shown in Fig. 2. The position of the
first peak is between 2.60 to 2.74 Å, which is close to the
interatomic distances found in the different crystalline phases
sTable Id. The general trend is that the position of this first
peak shifts to larger distances for the same density but with
increasing indium content, and it follows the increase of
nearest-neighbor In-Se bonds in the corresponding crystals
sTable Id. In addition, the same shift can be observed for the
same compositions with increasing sample densities, simi-
larly to the case of amorphous carbon.31 It is also interesting
to see whether the changing number of nearest-neighbor ho-
mopolar bonds can contribute to the shift of the radial distri-
bution function. This can be illustrated by the partial pair
correlation function, which is defined by

FIG. 1. Reduced radial distribution function ofa-In2Se3

sr=5.0 g/cm3d. Solid and dashed lines show data for structures
predicted by DNP and SN basis set simulations, respectively. Dot-
ted line shows measurement from Ref. 13.

FIG. 2. Reduced radial distribution functions for different
a-InxSey structures with different densities. Solid and dashed lines
predicted by DNP and SN basis set simulations, respectively. Ver-
tical lines atr =2.7 Å serve as a guide for the eyes.
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gabsrd =
N

4pr2r0NaNb
K o

iaÞ jb

dsr − r ia,jbdL , s2d

whereN, Na, andNb are the total,a type, andb type number
of atoms in the simulation cell, respectively,r ia,jb is the dis-
tance between atomsi stype ad and j stype bd, the indexia
runs over thea-type atoms, and the angular brackets denote
an ensemble average. As expected, the number of nearest-
neighbor heteropolar bondssIn-Sed bonds is considerably
larger than the number of homopolar bonds, as seen in Fig. 3.
The homopolar bondssIn- In and Se-Sed contribute mainly
to the left- and right-hand side of the first peak in the radial
distribution function, but they do not influence its position.
As the majority of the nearest-neighbor bonds are heteropo-
lar, homopolar atomic separations contribute significantly to
the second peak of the radial distribution function. The num-
ber of nearest-neighbor Se-Se bonds ina-InSe and
a-In4Se3 structures are negligible, as shown in Figs. 3sbd and
3scd. In a-In4Se3 there is a significant contribution of atomic
separations between 3.1 and 3.5 Å to the reduced radial dis-
tribution function and the border between the first and sec-
ond peaks is less distinctsFig. 2d. This latter is due to the fact
that crystalline In4Se3 has In-Se nearest-neighbor inter-
atomic separations of 2.97, 3.16, 3.39, and 3.43 Å as well22

fapart from the interatomic separations mentioned at the end
of Sec. IIssee also Table Idg, and therefore the corresponding
peaks are also expected to be present in the radial distribu-
tion function of the amorphous phase.

B. Coordination number

To determine coordination numbers we have taken a cut-
off distance for nearest-neighbors as 3.24, 2.97, and 2.7 Å
for In- In, In-Se, and Se-Se bonds, respectively. These num-
bers correspond to a 12.5% increase of the covalent diam-
eters and coincide in a satisfactory way with the second
minimum in the radial distribution function. They were first
used in the work of Penaet al.14 Our calculations predict that
in a-InxSey the average coordination number of indium is
close to four, whereas that for selenium is between two and

three, as seen in Table II. Botha-InSe anda-In4Se3 have
homopolar In- In bonds, but Se-Se bonds are absent, which
is in accordance with their crystalline formsfsee Table II and
Figs. 3sbd and 3scdg. Therefore, the occurrence of Se-Se
nearest-neighbor bonds should be considered as defects in
these materials. In contrast,a-In2Se3 contains both homopo-
lar In- In and Se-Se bonds in the amorphous structure. The
number of In- In bonds increases as the indium content in-
creases ina-InxSey, as expected. This increase, however, is
not a linear function of indium content:a-In4Se3 s57% Ind
has considerably higher number of In- In bonds than
a-In2Se3 s40% Ind does. On average, every indium atom has
approximately 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 indium nearest neighbor in
a-In2Se3, a-InSe, anda-In4Se3, respectively. This might be
crucial for explaining the discrepancies between the transport
properties ofa-InxSey with different compositions.32,33

The coordination numbers predicted in our study seem to
be in good agreement with other available data in the litera-
ture. The coordination numbers of indium and selenium for
a-InSe with 5.4 and 5.8 g/cm3 density areZIn=3.5 and 3.8;
and ZSe=2.7 and 2.9, whereas these data fora-In0.5Se0.5
sr=5.62 g/cm3d14 were claimed to be equal to four and three
for indium and selenium, respectively. We have also found a
reasonable agreement between oura-In2Se3 sr=5.0 g/cm3d
and experimental data: the partial coordination numbers
ZIn-In, ZIn-Se, andZSe-Seare predicted to be equal to 0.2, 3.1,
and 0.4, whereas the multi-shell fit of Burianet al. found
ZIn-In=0.55±0.5,ZIn-Se=3.0±0.5, andZSe-Se=0.55±0.5. Fur-
thermore, both in the experiments and in our study the coor-
dination number for indium is predicted to be around four.
However, the coordination number for selenium was found
to be three in the experiments compared with our value of
ZSe=2.4. In oura-In2Se3 structures coordination numbers of
selenium are close 2.66, which is the corresponding coordi-
nation number in the crystal according to the simplified pic-
ture of Yeet al.21 The discrepancy between the prediction of
theory and experiments might be attributed to the different
approaches determining coordination numbers: cutoff in our
case and multishell fitting in the experiments.

We found considerable fluctuations in coordination num-
bers ina-InxSey, as seen in Table III. The coordination num-
ber for indium is mainly four, but there are also indium at-
oms with threefold and fivefold coordination, apart from a
small number of indium atoms having coordination numbers
less than three. Selenium is mainly two- or threefold coordi-
nated, with some exceptions of fourfold coordination. There-
fore, our study suggests thata-InxSey cannot be considered
as a classical random network material,34 as the local topol-
ogy is not the same as in the the corresponding crystal due to
the fluctuations in coordination numbers.

Our analysis of the structural data revealed that some in-
dium atoms are isolated with a coordination number equal to
zero. An analysis of the PLATO bond order and bond energy
values for oura-InxSey structures has shown that the above
cutoff criteria for nearest-neighbor bonds may be too sim-
plistic. For example, there are some cases where atoms show
strong bonding behavior despite being separated at a distance
further than the above mentioned cutoff distance; and also
there are cases where we found the opposite. Nevertheless,
the number of such type of irregularities is small and there-

FIG. 3. Partial pair correlation functions insad a-In2Se3

sr=5.0 g/cm3d, sbd a-InSe sr=5.4 g/cm3d, and scd a-In4Se3

sr=5.8 g/cm3d, for simulations performed by DNPssolid lined and
SN basis setssdashed lined.
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fore, we have continued to use the experimental criteria for
the cutoff when determining the number of nearest-neighbor
bonds.

C. Bond angle distribution function

The detailed modeling of the atomic structure also allows
the study of the bond angle distribution function and the ring

statisticssshortest closed path through nearest-neighbor at-
oms with each bond passed only once35d for every amor-
phous structure. Figure 4sad illustrates the bond angle distri-
bution function ofa-In2Se3 sr=5.0 g/cm3d. The maximum
of the main peak is around 100° and there is the sign of a
“shoulder” peak at around 109° corresponding to tetrahedral
bonding. Both tails of the distribution are very pronounced
and large bond angles can also be found in the amorphous

TABLE II. Average and partial coordination numbers for In and Se for different compositions and densitiessr in g/cm3d. Data
correspond to structures predicted by DNP basis set simulations.

r ZIn ZIn-In ZIn-Se ZSe ZSe-In ZSe-Se

5.0 3.3 0.2 3.1 2.4 2.1 0.4

a-In2Se3 5.4 4.1 0.5 3.6 2.7 2.4 0.3

5.8 4.0 0.2 3.8 2.7 2.5 0.2

6.2 4.1 0.3 3.8 2.8 2.5 0.3

a-In40Se60
d 5.0 4.0 0.55±0.5 3.0±0.5 3.0 NRf 0.55±0.5

g-In2Se3
a 5.49 4.5 0.0 4.5 3.0 3.0 0.0

In2Se3
e 4.0 0.0 4.0 2.66 2.66 0.0

5.0 3.4 0.8 2.6 2.6 2.6 0.0

a-InSe 5.4 3.5 0.8 2.7 2.7 2.7 0.0

5.8 3.8 0.9 2.8 2.9 2.8 0.1

6.2 3.9 0.9 3.1 3.1 3.1 0.0

b-InSeb 5.55 4.0 1.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 0.0

5.0 2.5 0.6 2.0 2.6 2.6 0.0

a-In4Se3 5.4 3.5 1.5 2.0 2.6 2.6 0.0

5.8 3.3 1.2 2.1 2.8 2.8 0.0

6.2 4.0 1.8 2.2 3.0 3.0 0.0

In4Se3
c 6.02 3.0 1.0 2.0 2.7 2.7 0.0

aReference 18.
bReference 16.
cReference 22.
dReference 13.
eReference 21.
fNot reported.

TABLE III. Percentage of In and Se atoms with different coordination numbers for different compositions and densitiessr in g/cm3d.
Data correspond to structures predicted by DNP basis set simulations.

r ZIn=1 ZIn=2 ZIn=3 ZIn=4 ZIn=5 ZSe=2 ZSe=3 ZSe=4

5.0 11.5 0.0 19.2 65.4 0.0 59.0 41.0 0.0

a-In2Se3 5.4 0.0 3.8 3.8 73.1 15.4 33.3 56.4 7.7

5.8 0.0 0.0 15.4 73.1 11.5 38.5 53.8 7.7

6.2 0.0 0.0 19.2 57.7 19.2 25.6 59.0 12.8

5.0 6.2 9.4 15.6 62.5 3.1 43.8 50.0 6.2

a-InSe 5.4 3.1 9.4 6.2 62.5 12.5 37.5 53.1 9.4

5.8 0.0 6.2 21.9 62.5 9.4 28.1 50.0 21.9

6.2 9.4 6.2 3.1 43.8 37.5 12.5 71.9 12.5

5.0 13.9 30.6 16.7 25.0 5.6 37.0 51.9 7.4

a-In4Se3 5.4 8.3 5.6 30.6 41.7 13.9 44.4 48.1 7.4

5.8 8.3 13.9 25.0 41.7 11.1 29.6 63.0 3.7

6.2 0.0 2.8 33.3 38.9 13.9 22.2 37.0 33.3
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phase. As seen in Fig. 4sad, the majority of the bond angles
are in the interval between 80° and 130°. The bond angle
distribution function ina-In2Se3 is very similar for all differ-
ent densitiesfFigs. 4sad–4scdg. In addition, it has almost the
same shape ina-InSe fFig. 4sddg and ina-In4Se3 fFigs. 4sed
and 4sfdg. Crystalline InSe has bond angles equal to 98.4°
sIn-Se- In and Se-In-Sed and 119°sIn- In-Sed. In crystalline
In4Se3 there are bond angles of 100.6°, 101.9°, 108.4°, and
157.9°. These local configurations can be found in any
a-InxSey independently of its composition, as seen in Fig. 4.
We found that ina-InxSey there is only a minor contribution
from fragments which have two or three nearest-neighbor
selenium atoms. Ina-In2Se3 the occurrence of In- In- In frag-
ments is also negligible.

Crystalline InSe and InSe contain six-member rings, but
in In4Se3 five-member rings are also present. In our molecu-
lar dynamics simulations we have found that the majority of
rings belong to these groups, but at the same time four-,
seven- and eight-member rings can also be found in the
amorphous structures. However, our ring statistics do not
possess any specific characteristics due to the small number
of atoms in the unit cell and the large number of coordination
defects we found ina-InxSey. Larger unit cells will be needed
for gaining a reliable ring statistics ofa-InxSey.

D. Electronic structure

Amorphous InxSey films, as well as their crystalline coun-
terparts, are semiconductors with a gap larger than 1 eV. We

have calculated the electronic density of statessDOSd of
a-InSe at different densities as shown in Fig. 5. The DOS of
crystalline b-InSe with a calculated gap of 0.5 eV is also
plotted for comparison. The shape of the DOS fora-InSe
with different densities show similarities to the crystalline
DOS, but they display a pseudogap with a finite DOS at the
Fermi energy in contrast with experimental data. This is due
to the liquid quench simulations, which introduce consider-
ably more defects than observed experimentally, thereby
leading to a large number of localized states inside the real
gap.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper reports an atomistic study of the short-range
order in a-InxSey with different compositions. The local
bonding environments of different InSe crystalssIn2Se3,
InSe, and In4Se3d were found to be present in the amorphous
phase. The radial distribution function of oura-In2Se3
sample withr=5.0 g/cm3 agrees reasonably well with ex-
periment. We have found that the average coordination num-
ber for indium is mainly four, whereas selenium is mainly
two- or threefold coordinated. Our calculations suggest that
a-InxSey cannot be considered as a classical random network
material, as we have found significant fluctuations in coordi-
nation numbers. Ina-InxSey the majority of nearest neigh-
bors are heteropolar In-Se bonds, but there are also some
homopolar bonds. In accordance with their crystalline form
in a-InSe and a-In4Se3 homopolar In- In bonds exist,
whereas Se-Se bonds are absent. In contrast,a-In2Se3 has
both In- In and Se-Se bonds. The number of In- In bonds
increases by increasing the indium content ina-InxSey, as
expected. This might be crucial for explaining the discrepan-
cies between the transport properties ofa-InxSey with differ-
ent compositions.
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FIG. 4. Bond angle distri-
bution functions of different
a-InxSey structures. Solid and
dashed lines show data corre-
sponding to structures predicted
by DNP and SN basis set simula-
tions, respectively.

FIG. 5. Electronic density of statessDOSd of a-InSe with dif-
ferent densities compared to crystallineb-InSe. Perpendicular line
at zero indicates Fermi energy.
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